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Dear Learner 

It is with great pleasure that we introduce 

DynEd, the leading technology-assisted, 

interactive multimedia English language 

program. Used by millions of students across 

the world, DynEd offers a unique brain based 

approach proven to help English learners of all 

ages reach their fluency goals much faster 

than with traditional teaching methods.  

DynEd’s award winning courseware is now enhanced with DynEd Pro 

English Certification. Based on the Common European Framework of 

Reference for Languages (CEFR), DynEd’s Certification program is 

unlike any other in the industry. Rather than evaluate a student based 

on a single exam, our program awards international level Certificates 

based on carefully measured progress over time, as well as 

cumulative exam performance.  

This workbook correlates to DynEd’s A-A1+ Academic Plan and via 

written exercises, reinforces DynEd’s multimedia lessons. The more 

of these complimentary exercises you complete, the faster you will 

progress. 
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Exercise A 

1. Listen carefully to Unit 1 Warm Up. Complete the chart by filling in the missing 
words. 

 

Ex She has a pencil. 

1. They both  pencils. 

2. She  black hair. 

3. They  in a classroom. 

4. The boy  in the middle. 

5. His book  open. 

6. He  blonde hair. 

7. They  students. 

8. His backpack  red. 

9. Here  two girls. 

10. This boy  a student. 

 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example:  Both student  / students  are in class. 
 

1. He has a pen and a book / books. 

 

2. The boy is in / on the middle. 

 

3. The girl in / on the right has a red skirt. 

 

4. The two girls are / is laughing. 

 

5. What do / does both of the girls have? 

 

 
  

Exercises    English For Success  1 
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Exercise B  

1. Listen to Unit 1 School Life Dialogs and fill in the missing words. 

Example: Hi.  Are you a new student here? 

  Yes, I’m new here.  I’m Tina. 
 

1.  I’m Michael. What classes _____________________________? 

2. ________________________________  math, English, science, and music. 

3. Oh, me too. Which class ____________________________ now? 

4.  (a) _______________________ my English class.  (b) __________________? 

5.  I’m going (a) ___________________________.  (b) __________________.  

 

2. Connect the two parts of each sentence. 

 

1. Are you _____ 

2. Is this _____ 

3. Mr. Huffman is _____ 

4. It’s my _____ 

5. Tina has a _____ 

6. She loves music and she  _____ 

7. He’s good  _____ 

8. He goes  _____ 

9. He’s thirteen  _____ 

10. He also takes  _____ 

3. Answer these questions. 

1. Are you a student?  
 ____________________________________________ 

2. What classes are you taking?  
____________________________________________ 

3. Do you have a brother or a sister?  
____________________________________________  

a. first day. 

b. social studies class? 

c. brother, Alex. 

d. at art. 

e. years old. 

f. violin lessons. 

g. to the same school. 

h. a new student here? 

i. can play the violin. 

j. a good teacher. 
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Exercise C 

1. Rewrite each sentence. Change “I” to “he” or “she” and “we” to “they”. 

Example: I’m sixteen years old. 

  (She)  She’s sixteen years old. 

1. I’m a new student here. 

 (She)           

2. I love music, and I can play the violin. 

 (She)           

3. I have a brother.  We go to the same school. 

 (She)           

4. I’m good at art, and I like sports. 

 (He)           

5. We both take violin lessons. 

 (They)           

2. Rewrite each sentence. Correct the information. 

Example: Tina doesn’t have a brother. 
  Tina has a brother. 

1. Tina isn’t a new student at the school. 

            

2. Tina can’t play the violin. 

            

3. Tina and Alex go to different schools. 

            

4. Alex doesn’t like sports. 

            

5. Alex doesn’t take violin lessons. 
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Exercise D 

1. Fill in the correct answer. 

Example: Five minus three is two. 

1. This number has five _______: 13,650. A ______ is in the ones ______. 

2. The plus ______ means to ______. The ______ sign ______ to subtract. 

3. A ______ has a top number and a _______ number. 

4. A triangle _____ three ______. 

5. In a square, all four sides are ______. 

 

2. Write in the correct words. 
 

1. 5,280  Five (a) __________ two (b) ____________ (c) ___________ 

2. 314  Three (a) ____________ (b) ______________ 

3. 0.35  Zero ________ three five 

4. 0.35  Thirty five __________________ 

5. 3/5+1/5  Three (a) __________ (b) _________ one (c) ____________ 

 

3. Answer these questions. Make a complete sentence. 

1. How many sides does a rectangle have? 

 A rectangle __________________________________. 

2. What is thirty divided by ten? 

 Thirty _______________________________________ 
 
3. Which decimal fraction is equal to one fourth? 

 One fourth is _________________________________. 
 
4. One fifth is equal to what decimal fraction? 

 One fifth is ___________________________________. 
 
5. What is one fifth times fifteen? 

 One fifth _____________________________________.

add  bottom digits equal fraction has 
means minus place sides sign zero 
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Exercise E 

1. Fill in the correct word. 

Example: Ten is a two digit  number. 

1. A circle has a ______ and a diameter. A circle is _______. 

2. The diameter is the ______ across the ______. 

3. The diameter is two ________ the radius. 

4. A _______ has four _______ sides. 

5. Ten divided ______ five is two. Ten _______ five is fifteen. Ten ______ 
five is five. 

 

2. Put the words into the correct order. 

Example: /mean/ /does/ /what/ /it/  

  What does it mean? 
 

1. /number/ /five/ /digits/ /has/ /which/? 

            

2. /ten/ /is/ /times three/ /what/? 

            

3. /what/ /the top/ /in/ /is/ /this fraction/ /number/? 

            

4. /one half/ /to/ /equal/ /is/ /which/ /decimal fraction/?  

            

5. /sides/ /does/ /have/ /how many/ /a triangle/? 

           

by   circle  digit  distance equal  minus 
plus   radius  round  square  times  triangle 
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Exercise F 

1. Fill in the correct answer. 

Example: The sunset is  beautiful. 

1. The man and woman are _______ married.   

2. Their family ______ in an apartment building. They ______ three children. 

3. The little girl is ______ out the window. She’s _______ on a train. 

4. The people are _____ to some music. 

5. The two people are ______ for the first time. Their friend is _______ them. 

6. They are ______ and ________ a good time. 
 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example: The little children are to / with their grandparents. 
 

1. They are sitting together in / on  a bench. 

 

2. The building in  / on   the middle is an apartment building. 

 

3. He’s brushing his teeth in / on the bathroom. 

 

4. They are talking at  / in a party. 

 

5. He’s introducing them to / with each other. 

 
 

  

getting have having is introducing listening 
lives looking meeting riding sit talking 
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Getting Started 

Read and listen to Unit 1 Ratios Part 1 Reading 1.  Fill in the blanks with the correct 
numbers.  

 

Both Dr. Martin’s and Ms. Carter’s classes are in Howard High School. 

 
 

 
  

Reading for Success 1:  RATIOS 
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Comprehension Check 1 

Choose the correct answer. 
 

1. A ratio is a pair of   . 

a. numbers 
b. people 
c. students 

2. We use ratios   the size of two numbers.  

a. to add 
b. to compare 
c. to divide 

3. We separate the numbers in a ratio with a   _.  

a. colon 
b. comma 
c. hyphen 

4. A class with 10 boys and 15 girls has a    ratio of boys to girls.  

a. 10+15 
b. 2:3 
c. 15:10 

5. If a class has 40 students, with 20 boys and 20 girls, the boy-girl ratio is   _.  

a. 1:1 
b. 20:1  
c. 20:40 

 

Vocabulary Practice 1 

What is the missing word? Unscramble the word and write it in the blank. 
 

1 .   samoopcnir 
We use a ratio to make a  comparison between the sizes of two 

numbers. 

2.  iatro A   is a pair of numbers. 

3.  ptaeaers We   the numbers in a ratio with a colon. 

4.  intraofc The ratio 4:5 is the same as the    4/5. 

5.  lueaq 10/20 is   to 1/2. 

6.  lepemax 3:10 is an  of a ratio. 
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Language Focus 1 

Write the missing words or numbers in the blanks. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1. A school with 200 students and 10 teachers has a 20:1 student-teacher ratio. 

2. There is one    for twenty students. 

3. A    with 10 boys and 15 girls has a    ratio of boys to girls. 

4. This is the same as the    10/15, which is    to 2/3. 

5. So, we can say that the    of boys to girls is 2:3. 

6. There are two boys for every     girls in the class. 

 
  

a. students    b. teacher 

c. fraction d. ratio 

e. three f. 10:15 

g. equal  h. class 
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Comprehension Check 2 

For each example, choose (circle or highlight) the correct ratio. 

 
1. There are 40 students and 2 teachers.  

a. 2:1 

b. 20:1 
   

2. There are 10 boys and 15 girls in a class. 

a. 2:3 

b. 1:5 
 

3. You need 3 cups of flour for each cup of water.  

a. 3:3 

b. 3:1 
 

4. At age 65, there are 75 males to 100 females.  

a. 75: 100 

b. 2:3 
 

5. In a game, there are 60 blue balls and 20 red balls.  

a. 6:2 

b. 60:80 
 

6. There are 15 English classes and 5 German classes.  

a. 3:1 

b. 15:1 

7. There are 25 computers and 5 classrooms.  

a. 5:1 

b. 30:5 

8. There are 125 cupcakes and 50 students.  

a. 25:1 

b. 2.5:1 
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Vocabulary Practice 2 

Match the words in the two columns to make a common English phrase. Then write 
the complete phrase in Column 3. 

 
1.   everyday a) a comparison  

2.   a pair b) different ingredients  

3.   in other c) longer  

4.   more males  d) of numbers  

5.   the ratio e) of water to rice  

6.   to get f) older  

7.   to live g) problems     everyday problems 

8.   to make h) than females  

9.   to mix i) words  

 

 

Language Focus 2 

Fill in the missing words. Two words will not be used. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

People use ratios to solve everyday problems. When you cook, you need to (1)    

different ingredients together. You can use a ratio to remember the correct amount of 

each (2)  . For example, to cook rice, you need to add the (3)    

amount of water to each cup of uncooked rice. For white rice, the (4)     of 

water to rice is 2:1. You need (5)   cups of water for each cup of rice. 

With three cups of uncooked rice, you need (6)     cups of water. The ratio is (7) 

  2:1. 

  

a.   ingredient     b.   rice 
c.   two     d.   always  
e.   mix     f.    three 
g.   correct     h.   ratio 
i.   six     j.    solve 
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MY WRITING 
Choose one of the suggested topics or questions, or a similar one that you’d prefer, and 

write at least two paragraphs on the subject. 

1. Please write about something you have observed that involves a ratio. 

2. What is the ratio of men to women in your country?  What are the pros and cons of 
that ratio? 
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Exercise A 

1. Look at the pictures in Unit 2 Warm-Up.  Then answer these questions. 

Example: Where are the girls? They’re in a classroom. 
 

1. What is the doctor doing? He’s     pictures.  

 

2. Who does the doctor help? He           

 

3. What are the students doing? They are  _______ a problem. 

 

4. What is the salesperson doing? She’s  _______________something. 

 

5. What is she selling? She’s      . 

 

2. Match the job with the description. 
 

1. Doctors __i.__ 
 
2. Students  ____ 
 
3. Teachers ____ 
 
4. Auto mechanics ____ 
 
5. Department store clerks ____ 
 
6. Taxi drivers ____ 
 
7. Scientists ____ 
 
8. Airline pilots ____ 
 
9. Musicians ____ 
 
10. Athletes ____ 
 

  

Exercises    English for Success  2 

a. take people around a city. 
 

b. fly airplanes. 
 

c. do experiments in a laboratory. 
 

d. study in a classroom. 
 

e. play music and give 
performances. 

 

f. teach in a school. 
 

g. repair cars in a garage. 
 

h. play sports such as baseball. 
 

i. help patients in a hospital or 
clinic. 

 

j. sell things like clothes. 
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Exercise B 

1. Fill in the correct answer. 

 Example: Tina is (k)  seven classes. 

Her _______ class _______ at 8:00 and _______at 8:50.  It ______for fifty 
_______. 

Her _______ class is from 8:55 to 9:45, and her _______ class is from 9:50 to 
10:40. 

She has ______ in the ______ from 11:40 to 12:30.  Her ______class is science. 

 

2. Listen to Unit 2 Dialogs in School Life and fill in the missing words. 

 Example:  Hi Tina. How are you today? 
 

1. My first class is English. How __________________________? 

 My first class is math. 

2. I have a (a) ________________, Mr. Gómez, (b) _________________. 

 Well, it’s (c) ____________________________. See you (d) 
_________________. 

3. Is she a good teacher? 

 I don’t know.  (a) She’s ______________. Who’s (b) 
_______________________? 

4. That’s too bad.  He (a) __________________ of work. I’ve (b) _____________ 
too. 

 Maybe we (c) _________________________________. 

 

3. Answer these questions. 

1. How many classes are you taking?        

2. What is your first class?         

3.   What is your last class?         
 

a. cafeteria b. finishes c. first  d. last  e. lasts  f. lunch 
g. minutes h. second i. starts j. takes  k. taking l. third 
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Exercise C 

1. Contractions. Fill in the words for each contraction. 

 Example: It’s It is  
 

1. I’m_____________ 2. Who’s your teacher? __________________ 

 

3. You’re_____________ 4. She’s eating lunch. __________________ 

 

5. They’re_____________ 6. What’s your name? __________________ 

 

7. I’ve got_____________ 8. That’s my first class. __________________ 

 

2. Connect the two parts of each sentence. 

 

1. She’s taking    _____ 

2. Her math class begins at 9:50 and _____ 

3. Well, it’s time    _____ 

4. The science teacher gives  _____ 

5. Her classes last    _____ 

6. They have the    _____ 

7. Alex isn’t     _____ 

8. Mr. Crane     _____ 

9.  Mrs. Benning is   _____ 

10. Tina’s science class is   _____ 

 
 
 
 
 

  

a.  a lot of work. 

b.  same math teacher. 

c.  very good at science. 

d.  seven classes. 

e.  teaches science. 

f.  a math teacher. 

g.  ends at 10:40. 

h.  from 2:35 to 3:25. 

i.  for class. 

j.  for fifty minutes. 
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Exercise D 

1. Fill in the correct answer. 

Example: Water and air are (e) . 

1. Matter _____ be ______ ______, large or small. It can be a large _______, 
like an elephant. 

2. Matter ______ space. It has length and ______. Large objects take up a large 
_____. 

3. Air ______ no shape. It takes the _______ of its _______. 

 

2. Listen to Unit 2 School Subjects Matter and write in the correct words. 

1. An elephant is an (a) _______________of a large (b) _____________. 

2. The air (a) __________ a volleyball (b) ______________ space. 

3. Air and water take up (a) ___________, but they have no (b) ___________. 

4. Matter always has (a) ________.  It can be heavy, (b) ______ an elephant, or 
light, (c) ______ an ant. 

5. The opposite of small is ___________. 

 
3. Answer these questions. 

1. What is the shape of the Sun? 

 The Sun is ______________________________________________. 

2. What is the shape of a doorway? 

 A doorway has the shape of a _____________________________. 

3. What is an example of a round, light object? 

 ___________________________________________. 

 

  

a. any  b. can  c. container d. has  e. matter f. object 
g. shape h. size  i. some  j. space k. takes up l. width 
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Exercise E 
1. Fill in the correct word. 

Example: The Sun is very  (f) . 

1. Solids, like ______, have shape. Liquids, _______ water, have no shape. 

2. When you _______ ice, it melts. When you heat a _______, it boils. 

3. When you _______ a gas, it ________ from a gas to a liquid. 

4. Light is an example of _______. Another ______ of energy is heat. 

5. Without energy from the ______, we cannot _______. 
 

2. Put the words into the correct order. 

 Example: /there/ /states/ /are/ /how many/ /of matter/? 

   How many states of matter are there? 

1. /states/ /does/ /have/ /how many/ /matter/? 

            

2. /how/ /change/ /you/ /do/ /a liquid/ /into a gas/? 

            

3. /in our food/ /the energy/ /does/ /where/ /come from/? 

            

4. /energy/ /do/ /where/ /their/ /get/ /animals/?  

            

5. /happens/ /when/ /what/ /a liquid/ /you heat/?  

            
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

a. changes b. cool  c. energy d. example e. heat  f. hot 
g. ice   h. liquid i. live  j. solid  k. such as l. Sun 
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Exercise F 

1. Fill in the correct answer. 

 Example: This is his daily  (h) . 

1. The student has a _______ schedule on school days. 

2. He ______ at 7:00. He takes a shower ______ he gets up. 

3. He ______ goes to school ______ bus. 

4. His math class _____ in the morning just ______ lunch. 

5. His English class is after lunch, ______ 1:50. His gym class _______ from 2:00 to 
2:50. 

6. In the evening, ______ 6:00, he eats dinner. 

 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example: I am busy for  / on school days. 
 

1. I usually get up   around / between 7:00 and 7:30. 

2. After getting up, I always eat breakfast until / with my family. 

3. After / Then I take a shower and get dressed for school. 

4. I usually leave home around / between   8:15. 

5. It takes about 30 minutes to get to school by / on bus. 

 

3. Complete these sentences. 

1. After I get up, I usually_ . 

2. I usually leave for school  . 

3 How do you usually get to school? I usually  . 

a. after b. around c. before d. busy e. by f. gets up 
g. meets h. schedule i. starts j. until k. usually l. with 
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Getting Started 

Write the correct words in the blanks. 
 
 
 

water gas steam solid 

rain ice liquid  
 

 
 

 

 
 
 

  

Reading for Success 2:  ICE 
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Comprehension Check 1 

Write a complete sentence to answer each question. 
 

1. What is the solid state of water? 

            

2. Which is lighter, ice or water? 

            

3. What happens when the temperature of water goes below 0 degrees 
Centigrade? 

            

4. What are some natural forms of ice? 

            

5. Why does ice make a road dangerous? 

            

 

 

Vocabulary Practice 1 

Complete the chart by matching each word with its opposite. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

1. warm cold 

2. above  

3. light  

4. sink  

5. thick  

6. surface  

7. dangerous  

8. liquid  

  

 

a. below b. bottom c.  cold  d.  float 
e. heavy f. safe  g. solid  h. thin 
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Language Focus 1 

Write the words in the correct order to make sentences. 
 

1. / state  //   ice //   water   //   of  // is  // solid  // the / 

Ice is the solid state of water. (or) The solid state of water is ice. 
 
 
2. /  heavier  //   form   //   liquid  // most  //   than  //   solids   //   are  //   their / 

             

 
3. /  solids   // different   // ice  // other  // from   // is //   most  / 

             

 
4. /  than  //   is   //   ice //  water //  lighter  //   solid   //  liquid / 

             

 
5. /  cube  // a glass   // in // water  // an // floats // ice // of / 

             

 
6. /  bottom // does  // the glass // it  // not //   of  // sink  // the //   to  / 
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Comprehension Check 2 

True or False? If the sentence is false, rewrite the sentence as a true sentence. 
 

1.  Floating icebergs in the ocean can be helpful to humans. 
 

True  False 

             

 

2.  In 1912, the Titanic sank after it hit a glacier. 
 

True  False 

             

 

3.  More than 1500 people died when the Titanic sank. 
 

True  False 

             

 

4.  In 2010, an iceberg that was about 97 square feet in size fell into the ocean. 
 

True  False 

             

 

5.  Some scientists believe that huge icebergs are the result of global climate change. 
 

True  False 

             

 

6.  If global temperatures continue to increase, there will be fewer icebergs in the 
ocean. 

 
True  False 
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Vocabulary Practice 2 

Use the words and phrases to complete the chart. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What is it? What is it like? How big is it? 

 It forms on land. massive 

an iceberg   

 

It has a frozen surface 

with cold water 

underneath. 

large 

an ice cube   

 It falls from the sky. tiny 

 
  

a snowflake small    
It floats in the ocean. a frozen lake 
a glacier huge 
It floats in a glass.  
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Language Focus 2 

Fill in the blanks with the past tense form of the verb in parentheses. 
 

1.  One of the most famous accidents at sea happened (happen) in 1912. On April 

15, 1912, a passenger ship named “Titanic” (1)                (sink) after it (2)   

(hit) an iceberg in the North Atlantic Ocean. At the time, the Titanic  (3)  (is) 

the largest ship in  the world. Over 1500 people (4)                       (die) when the 

Titanic (5)                       (sink). 

 
 
 
2.  In 2001, large pieces of ice (6)   (begin) breaking off from a glacier in 

Greenland. The pieces of ice (7)    (become) icebergs in the Atlantic Ocean. In 

2010 an iceberg that was about 97 square miles in size (8)     (fall) into 

the ocean. This huge iceberg (9)   (is) about four times the size of the island of 

Manhattan in New York City. 
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MY WRITING 

Choose one of the suggested topics or questions, or a similar one that you’d prefer, and 
write at least two paragraphs on the subject. 

1. Please write about your experiences with ice, snow, and winter. 

2. How can ice help people or make their lives better? 

3. What will happen if global temperatures continue to rise? 
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Exercise A 

1. Look at the pictures in the Unit 3 Warm-Up.  Then put the words into the correct order. 

Example: /in/ /work/ /this/ /like/ /people/ /many/ /buildings/. 

  Many people work in buildings like this. 
 

1. /buildings/ /like this/ /work/ /in/ /people/ /many/. 

            

2. /like/ /schools/ /have/ /many/ /this one/ /a building/. 

            

3 /play sports/ /a building/ /volleyball/ /students/ /such as/ /in/ /like this/. 

            

4. /come to/ /buildings/ /people/ /sports/ /football/ /like this/ /to watch/ /such as/. 

            

5. /music/ /you/ /can/ /a place/ /beautiful/ /hear/ /like this/ /in/. 

            

 

2. Match the following buildings/places to the correct description. 

1. A stadium  ____ 

2. A cafeteria  ____ 

3. A doctor’s office  ____ 

4. An airport  ____ 

5. A department store  ____ 

6. A concert hall  ____ 

7. A bank   ____ 

8. An office building  ____ 

9. A library  ____ 

10. A gym  ____  

Exercises    English for Success  3 

a. It’s for indoor sports like basketball. 
 

b. You can hear beautiful music here. 
 

c. People come here to buy clothes. 
 

d. People come here to get books. 
 

e. This type of building is often very tall. 
 

f. People come here to catch their 
plane. 

 

g. We watch baseball or football here. 
 

h. Students eat their lunches here. 
 

i. People keep their money here. 
 

j. Sick people go here. 
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Exercise B 

1. Listen to the Unit 3 Dialogs in School Life and fill in the missing words. 

Example:  Excuse me, but what does this mean? 

 Oh, the G? It means gym. 
 

1. Alex:  Excuse me.  _____________________________3B? 

2. Mei:  It’s on _____________________________. 

3. Alex:  How do I  _____________________________________________? 

4. Mei:  The stairs ___________________________________________, on the 

right. 

  Alex:  Oh, thanks! 

5. Mei:  Wait!  ___________________________. We can go together. 

 

2. Connect the two parts of each sentence.  Choose the best answer. 
 

1. Excuse me, but what   _____ 

2. The gym’s not    _____ 

3. Which     _____ 

4. The auditorium is north  _____ 

5. Turn left, and   _____ 

6. Yeah, it’s the big room   _____ 

7. The main building  _____ 

8. It’s in     _____ 

9. Go to the     _____ 

10. The gym is just   _____ 

 

3. Answer these questions. 

1. When is your P.E. class?         

2. How do you get from your class to the cafeteria?     

             

3. Which sports do you play?          

  

a. has three floors. 

b. in this building. 

c. another building. 

d. way is it? 

e. does this mean? 

f. for concerts and 
assemblies. 

 
g. south of the 

auditorium. 

h. of the gym. 

i. end of the hallway. 

j. go out the door. 
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Exercise C 

1. Listen to Unit 3 School Life. Rewrite each sentence. Change “he”, “she”, or “they” 

to “I” or “we”. 

Example: He wants to go to the third floor. 

  I want to go to the third floor. 

1. She’s going there too. 

            

2. They can go together. 

            

3. They don’t want to be late. 

            

4. She spells her name, M-E-I. 

            

5. How can he get to the third floor? 

            

 
2. Rewrite each sentence.  Correct the information. 

Example: Tina doesn’t have a brother. 

   Tina has a brother. 

1. Alex is looking for Room 3D. 

            

2. She spells her name M-A-Y. 

            

3. This isn’t Alex’s first day at school. 

            

4. The students play volleyball or basketball in the auditorium. 

            

5. They want to be late. 
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Exercise D 

1. Listen to Unit 3 School Subjects. Fill in the correct answer. 

Example: This (f) is the equator. 

1. The Earth has the ______of a ______, or ball. 

2. The equator ______the Earth_____ two hemispheres. 

3. The four ______of the ______are north, south, east and ______. 

4. The _____ travels ______ the sky from east to west. 

5. The word hemisphere means ______sphere. 

 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example: Twenty-four hours / minutes is the length of one day. 

1. How many continent / continents are there? 

2. The Earth is divided into / in time zones. 

3. South America is west of / to Africa and across an ocean. 

4. The Earth is a planet / star. 

5. The Earth has the shape of a sphere / square. 
 

3. Answer these questions. 

1. How many hours are there in one day? 

There are . 
 

2. Is Australia north or south of the equator? 

It is . 
 

3. The Sun comes up in what direction?  

The Sun . 
 

4. What is the third planet from the Sun?  

The  . 
 

5. Which direction is South America from Africa?  
South America is .  

a. compass b. directions c. divides d. half e. into f. line 
g. part h. shape i. sphere j. Sun k. through l. west 
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Exercise E 

1. Fill in the correct word. 
 

 Example: The Sun comes up in the (d) . 

1. The _____is about 25,000 miles _____, or 40,000 kilometers. 

2. Twenty-four hours is the _____ of one _____. 

3. It _____ 24 hours for the Earth to make a complete _____. 

4. The Sun _____ through the sky because the Earth _____. 

5. There is a six _____ time _____between Paris and New York. 

 

2. Put the words into the correct order. 

 Example: /long/ /how/ /the equator/ /is/? 

  How long is the equator? 

1. /there/ /how/ /continents/ /many/ /are/? 

             

2. /is/ /the length/ /what/ /of/ /one day/? 

             

3. /north/ /which/ /is/ /the opposite/ /direction/ /of/? 

             

4. /divided/ /the Earth/ /is/ /why/ /time zones/ /into/?  

             

5. /is/ /what/ /the time difference/ /between/ /New York/ /and Paris/? 

             

a. day  b. difference c. distance d. east  e. equator f. hour 
g. length h. long  i. rotates j. rotation k. takes l. travels 
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Exercise F 

1. Listen to Unit 3 World Talk Cards. Fill in the correct answer. 

 Example: A thief (l) things from people. 

1. A pharmacist ______ medicine. 

2. A travel agent sells______ tickets. 

3. He is ______ a ticket to a ______. 

4. The thief is ______ things _____ a home. 

5. A delivery person ______ packages. 

6. He’s ______ a pizza. 

7. A patient is visiting the ______. 

8. A mechanic ______ cars. 

 

2. Circle or highlight the correct word. 

Example: A doctor helps / helping sick people. 

1. He is working in / on a repair shop. 

2. A dentist checks / checking teeth. 

3. She is painter / painting the sunset. 

4. A patient is visiting / visit the doctor. 

5. She is working at / on a pharmacy. 

 

 
                      
 
 

 

a. airline b. carries c. customer d. delivering e. doctor f. fixes 
g. fixing h. from i. sells j. selling k. stealing l. steals 
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Getting Started 

Write the time or the names of the cities into the chart. 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
  

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil   3:00 pm 
Cairo, Egypt    9:00 pm 
9:00 pm     Midnight 

Reading For Success 3:  TIME ZONES 
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Comprehension Check 1 

True or False? If the sentence is false, rewrite the sentence so that it is true. 
 

1. In ancient times, people used the moon to tell the time. 

True  False 
 
 
 
 

2. It is the end of the day when the sun is directly overhead. 
True  False 

 
 
 

 
3. The sun rises and sets at the different times in different places. 

True  False 
 

 
 

 
4. Every place in the world uses the same time. 

True  False 
 
 
 

 
5. When the sun is setting in London, the sun is setting in Tokyo. 

True  False 
 
 
 
 

 
6. In the early 1800s, all towns in England set their clocks to the same time. 

True  False 
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Vocabulary Practice 1 

Complete this crossword puzzle. 
 

 
 

 
 

ACROSS 
 

4. In_______ times, people use the sun to tell the time. 
 
8. It is not _______ to set all the clocks in the world to the same time. 

 
DOWN 
 

1. When people went to a different town, they changed the time on their 
_______ 

 
2. Most towns showed the time on a clock _______. 
 
3. People began to _______ by train between towns. 
 
5. People could not plan their _______ because each city had its own time. 
 
6. _______ clocks were invented in Europe. 
 
7. When England set all the clocks to the same time, it made life_______ for 

people. 
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Language Focus 1 

Write the missing words in the blanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

In ancient times, people   used the sun to tell the time. They knew it was the 

middle of the day when the sun was (1)   . Modern clocks (2)       

in Europe. After people invented clocks, most towns showed the time (3)     . 

Each town had a different time. This is because the sun (4)      at 

different times in different places. When people went (5)     they 

changed the time on their watches. When people began traveling by train, these 

different times (6)  ___  . People could not plan their trips 

because each city (7)  ___ . 

  

a.   rises and sets b.  had its own time 
c.   were invented  d.  from one town to another 
e.   became a big problem f.   directly overhead 
g.  on a clock tower  h.  used      the  sun 
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Comprehension Check 2 

Choose the correct answer. 
 

1. People who live in one_______ can all set their clocks to the same time. 
a. country 
b. time zone  
c. continent 

 
2. Today, the world is divided into ______ time zones. 

a. 12 
b. 24 
c. 36 

 

3. When you move from one time zone to another, the time usually 

changes by   .  

a. one day 

b. one hour 

c. 1-5 hours, depending on the country 
 
4. Most countries use one time zone for  _______.  

a. each person 

b. each city 

c. the entire country 
 
5. Because it is so large, Russia is divided into   time zones.  

a. 12 

b. 9 

c. 5 
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Vocabulary Practice 2 

Match the words and phrases which have the same or similar meanings. 
 

1. Each town had a different time. a.   one 

2. The world is divided into 24 time zones. b.   travel 

3. Many countries have a single time zone. c.   whole 

4. The sun sets at different times in different places. d.   goes down 

5. In ancient times, people used the sun to tell the time. e.  not the same 

6. In most places, the time changes by one hour as you  
move from one time zone to the next. 

f.   very old 

7. In 1949, China decided to use a single time zone for 
the entire country. 

g.   huge 

8. Russia has nine time zones because it is so large. h.   separated 

 

Language Focus 2 

Write in the missing words. When necessary, use capital letters. 
 
 
 
 

 

In most places, the time changes by one hour as you move from one time zone to 

the next. (1) , when it is 9:00 AM in England, it is 10:00 AM 

in France. Some large countries, (2)   China, use a single time zone. 

China is large enough to cover five time zones. (3)    , in 1949, China 

decided to use a single time zone for the entire country. The United States (4)   

has four time zones. (5)   it is so large, Russia has nine time zones. 

 

  

a.   because   b.  however   c.   in contrast 
d.   for example  e.  in  most  places  f.   such as 
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MY WRITING 

Choose one of the suggested topics or questions, or a similar one that you’d prefer, and 
write at least two paragraphs on the subject. 

1. Write a message to a friend in another country to arrange a time to Skype or chat 
on the Internet. 

2. Write a story about two friends doing things in different cities of the world at 
different times. 

3. Does your country have different time zones?  Why or why not? 
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